
Uniform sales 
 

 

In Fall 2014, the Cross Country team is asking girls to purchase their own uniform.  This allows us to get new uniforms, and eliminate 

the work associated with collecting uniforms at the end of the season.  Each girl is also assured of getting a uniform that fits. 

 

The sale does not begin until July 29, and then ends on August 6.  There will be no late orders.  I’ll send out an email in early July to 

announce the sale and provide images as to what each piece will look like.  We will also have samples of the spandex shorts to try on. 

 

When ordering, follow the instructions on the flyer (a preliminary copy is on the other side), click on the middle of the page where it 

says MY TEAM SHOP, and then type in the password from the flyer.  When finished, each girl will get a receipt via email to confirm 

her order.  If she gets no email confirmation, then the order did not go through.  If anyone needs help in placing their order, or has 

questions, they can contact the customer service rep, Stefanie Cecil at scecil@bsnsports.com or 804-521-1758.  Again, once the 

closing sale date arrives, the sale is closed and no more orders will be processed. 

 

Note below that the uniform singlet is required, and that the podium shirt is required of all new girls on the team (or girls who do 

not possess their shirt).  Uniform shorts are required for new girls and those who do not have the appropriate pair of shorts.  

Group A girls will all compete in the spandex, and Group B girls may compete in spandex or the black shorts with white stripe. 

 

Here are the pieces that will be sold: 

1. Uniform singlet – a white uniform top with the maroon “Assumption A” 

2. Podium shirt – a black short-sleeve t-shirt that each girl is asked to wear to meets.  This is a mandatory purchase for girls who 

are new to the team, or who have lost their old podium shirt.  This is also the shirt we wear when taking team pictures, and the 

shirt will also include each girl’s last name on the back. 

3. Uniform shorts (Group A) – the solid black spandex shorts are required for Group A girls, optional for Group B girls.  Group 

A girls wear these uniform shorts in races, so this is a required purchase for girls who do not already have a pair of solid black 

spandex shorts.  Group B girls may wear these shorts or the other black uniform shorts also available for sale. 

4. Uniform shorts (Group B) – the black running shorts with white (side) stripe are required for Group B girls who do not own 

and compete in the solid black spandex shorts, and optional for everyone else.  These shorts can be worn over the spandex, or 

can also be used at practice.  

 

These uniform items will remain the same for the next several years, will be the same uniform we use during Track, and as time 

passes, we will hope to develop a secondary market for girls to sell gently used uniform tops to new girls who join the team. 


